Xpatlink.hu
A guide and news source for expats in Hungary
http://www.xpatlink.hu

Xpatlink is a special link collection that intends to be a compass and news

What is Xpatlink?

source to guide the everyday life of foreigners living in Hungary: a selection of the
best available English language information sources on the country and all its useful
and interesting sites.
To be user friendly, we have arranged the hyperlinks in thematic boxes. At present,
in the left column one can find the
RSS links of the most frequently
refreshed websites. In the other two
columns, we have collected several
links

leading

to

English-language

contents we judged to be useful:
restaurant,

foreign

representation

offices, pet clinics, universities and so
on.

Our goal is to make Xpatlink the starting website for the ex-patriots of Hungary.

You have the following opportunities to appear in Xpatlink collection for an

Our offers

advertising fee:

(1/4) with partner logo and hyperlink in the header

Mini button

List price: HUF 24,000/month

List price: HUF 15,000/day – HUF 75,000/week

Magnum-size
banner ad
Changing the sales structure after closing the starting period certainly provides us
opportunity to create AV-based fees.

Xpatlink.hu
Our offers
According to our partner’s needs, we can create
new thematic box with a notice of sponsorship and

Thematic box
sponsorship

place the required relevant hyperlinks at the top of
it.
List price: HUF 120,000/month

„Weekly Menu”
box
There is an opportunity of appearing in our weekly
link offer for a fee.
1st place: HUF 10,000/week
2nd place: HUF 8,000/week
3rd place: HUF 6,000/week
4-8th place: HUF 5,000/week
The above prices does not include VAT.

Concerning inquiries of different, unique appearance or further reduction or
complex co-operation possibilities please do not hesitate to contact our colleagues.

Szlahotka Orsolya
Neo Content

h-1016 budapest,
gombocz-ház,gombocz zoltán u9
tel.: +36 70 563 1197
fax: +36 1 789 5000

